A-TC02 –
AI Tracking Technology

Unique features

- Full HD resolution at 60 FPS and 20x optical zoom
- NDI-HX license included
- Full PTZ tracking with auto zoom; works out of the box
- Multiple outputs - HDMI, USB 3.0 (2.0 compatible), 3G-SDI, Network
- Configuration via web interface, no apps required

Perfect for

Installations where wearing IR transmitter is impossible and NDI infrastructure is in place.
Unique features

- 4K resolution at 30 FPS, Full HD at 60 FPS and 8x digital zoom
- HDMI and USB outputs, work simultaneously
- Inbuilt microphone, 12 metres range pickup
- Wide-angle camera, 120° FOV
- Auto-framing ensures camera focuses on the meeting participants

Perfect for

Conference rooms and huddle rooms.
Unique features

- Convert audio and Full HD or 4K video from HDMI into USB
- Loopthrough output can be used to monitor or duplicate signal
- Plug-and-play, works with all popular VC and recording applications, including Teams, Zoom, Skype, OBS, and others

A-BR01 – HDMI to USB BRIDGE

Perfect for

Hybrid environment, remote meetings, and recording and streaming with computers.

Unique features

- Wireless and compact design
- 2 transmitters and 1 receiver
- Based on the UHF frequencies, ~50 metres effective range
- USB Type-A, Type-C, 3.5mm Line outputs

RADA Duo

Perfect for

Adding audio to Media Stations, cameras, computers, and other AV devices.
A-B01 – CAMERA BRACKET

Unique features
- Designed for CI-series cameras and A-TC01
- Can be attached to a wall or ceiling

Perfect for
Securing PTZ and ePTZ cameras on walls and ceilings.

A-MT01 – MINI TRIPOD

Unique features
- Standard ¼” screw thread, compatible with most of the cameras on the market
- Inbuilt balance meter helps users align heir camera
- 130mm length with a 110mm minimum height

Perfect for
A-VC01 Versacam or other small USB cameras.
A-PT01 – PRECISETOUCH

Unique features

- Creates interactive surface on 20” to 80” displays
- Works via USB, compatible with computers and Media Stations
- Supports up to 10 interactive pens simultaneously
- Plug-and-play, no apps needed

Perfect for

Upgrading bigger displays cost-effectively.